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REASON FOR TANK OPENING 

The tasks for this opening were to replace terminal stripper foils, locate and repair 

problems with the terminal sublimer and second stripper controls, fix the persistent 

column current metering problem, try to find out why the machine has been sparking 

more than usual and continue to measure/plan for the installation of the gas stripper 

assembly. 

PUMP OUT 13-01-97 

Pumped out tank and opened doors. 

SUMMARY OF WORK 14-01 97 

We performed the usual tour to look for any obvious problems. The machine had a 

heavier than usual layer of white dust over the whole column assembly, particularly 

around the terminal and the tank walls. The brown stain on the terminal, opposite the 

corona points, appeared thicker than usual and indeed featured two splat marks. We 

found a stringer bent in unit 9, a loose screw and disconnected ring to deck wire in unit 

19, a ring displaced sideways and a spark damaged resistor lead in unit 15 and noted 

that the bottom half of the rings in unit 3 had a lot of marks due to inter ring sparking. 

We recorded the number and location of all spark marks found on the column and 

terminal spinnings. Our tentative conclusion is that the excessive sparking, at 15.5 MV, 

was caused by this misplaced ring in unit 15. 

And so to work. 

We tested all the 5 and 6 column gap groups at 30kV in air and the terminating 3 gap 

sections at 10kV and found no faults. This test is normally done just prior to closing but 

we decided it may be a useful diagnostic if performed before we disturbed anything. We 

will follow this procedure during future tank openings even though, this time, no faults 

were found. 

The column received its usual four person wipe down with RBS detergent and water. 

The top and bottom terminal spinnings were shifted and the foil changer was removed 

for refilling. 

The terminal sublimer pump switches were tested and no in-tank problems found. 

We reinstalled the foil changer before finishing for the day. It contains a subset of laser 

ablated foils which were generously supplied to Bob Turkentine by Peter Maier-

Komor.(MUNICH) 

15-01-97 

The sublimer wiring, at the control room end, was investigated. The fault was probably a 

case of finger trouble in not having the mystery switch (select: upper sublimer) in the 

correct position. Both terminal sublimer switches functioned simultaneously during tests. 

The lower sublimer was run and all pellets checked for operation. 

The gas stripper crew used our lunch break to do some more measurements and 

checks. 

The triode corona needles were found to be dull and were replaced. 



Faulty operation of the second stripper was traced to an isolation valve which was found 

to be almost closed and, therefore, created an impedance in the gas supply circuit. 

The minor problems, such as the misplaced ring, loose wires etc. were worked on in 

between the specific tasks covered separately elsewhere. 

The rest of the day two was devoted to close inspection of chains, inductors, bearings 

and shafts. No problems were found. 

The alumina gas drier was reactivated during the opening. 

16-01-97 

A section of nylon gas tube in Unit 15, had become slack enough to touch an adjacent 

tube. It appeared to have spark damage on its surface and so was replaced using a 

plastic quick connect fitting within the casting. The new tube was a tight fit in the deck 

so should not become displaced in future. 

The terminal was closed and the column casting covers fitted. Upper and lower 

alternator shafts were found to be mechanically quiet during a test run. The charging 

chains were run and a slight tapping noise heard in Casting #16, Chain #01, was 

correctly diagnosed as excessive idler clearance. The two offending sets were adjusted 

and when retested were quiet in operation. 

The entire inside of the pressure vessel was then wiped, by six "volunteers", using 

water and RBS detergent. This was last done when the compressed geometry tubes 

were installed in 1988. The cleaning buckets had a larger than usual amount of sludge 

in them when emptied. The usual four person wipe down of the column and high 

voltage column gap test were performed. One displaced ring was found thus reinforcing 

our belief that high exposure to the machine, by vigilant staff, leads to good quality 

control. 

The tube and column current metering were checked using a 15Vdc tester and deemed 

to be working, wrongly as it turned out. 

The machine was closed and pump out started at the highly unusual and civilised time 

of 4.45pm. 

The Kinney had been apart for valve replacement and an oil change so we were hopeful 

that the smoking exhaust problem had been solved. We were disappointed to discover 

that, after approximately 1.25 hours and at 0.5 PSIA pressure, the smoke problem 

recurred, although it was somewhat less severe. 

17-01-97 

During the first few hours of operation the machine ran up to 14MV very smoothly and 

with no sparks. 

FOIL CHANGER 

The unit was removed early on the first day and, in the absence of the foil master, Bob 

Turkentine, the older author repopulated the foil changer so promptly that it was refitted 

and pumped the same day. The actuation system was tested in both directions and 

found to be OK. 

TERMINAL SUBLIMER PUMPS 

The terminal sublimer switches are activated pneumatically. The gas pressure at the 

terminal was found to be adequate (5.5 bar) and the switches operated normally when 

driven from level 2, however, only the upper sublimer obeyed the control room. The 

fault could not be traced to wiring behind the console. Since both switches operate only 

when the upper sublimer is selected, we suggested that this was the "problem", however 

the experimenter haughtily refuted this slur. Upon retest both sublimers functioned 

together. 



We rigged an ion pump power supply in the terminal for the 20 l/s ion pump. The 

current reading gave us ample gauging for a pellet performance check. One pellet failed 

during the test but 9 were found to be good. 

GAS STRIPPER 

Work on the gas stripper is proceeding well and during this opening approximately one 

hour was spent checking details. 

TRIODE CORONA POINTS 

The triode corona needles were dull, perhaps accounting for the spark marks in the 

terminal triode stain. New sharp needles were soldered into the holder. The needle tips 

were set at a height deduced from observation of the old set rather than from any 

document we were able to find. Two sets were assembled and one set stored for future 

use. Whilst checking the needle tip height, of the stored set, for inclusion in this report, 

it was discovered that the intended accuracy of tip height was not achieved. The 

minimum height, measured using the spare assembly, was 18.4 mm and the maximum 

20.9 mm. The needles are set in holes, in the holder, and then soldered. Flux is used 

and it appears probable that the flux or vapours of flux, under the needles, pushed the 

needles outwards during soldering. The set that was installed in the machine probably 

suffered similar problems. The set in the machine will be checked during the next 

opening. 

SECOND STRIPPER 

The gas supply was checked at the stripper end of the supply tube, in the machine, using 

a digital pressure gauge. Whilst the operating pressure was more than adequate, at 5 

bar, it took far longer than it should to rise. We went to Level 2, outside the tank, 

expecting to find a fault with the solenoid valve. The solenoid worked well but, to our 

dismay, we found that the valve which isolates the solenoid valve was all but closed 

causing an impedance. Once it was fully opened the second stripper functioned well. 

COLUMN CURRENT METERING 

Please note the following passage taken from TOR#78; "Our fix of the LE column current 

metering was only temporary. The intermittent shorting to ground, of the lead from the 

last LE column section to the tank wall feed through, recurred." 

We use a 15 vdc tester, just prior to tank closure, to apply volts to the metering circuit 

and in the past this method has proved to be adequate. The insulation, somewhere 

between the last resistor and the tank feedthrough, must be breaking down, perhaps as 

the tank stretches with pressure. Once again more work is required in this area next 

opening. 

INITIAL PERFORMANCE 

There were 4 tank sparks during the few hours of operation on the 17th January. No 

more were recorded in the log as of the 5th Febuary. 
 
time     terminal voltage 
 
15.10     14.5 MV 
16.00    14.1-14.5 MV 

17.12    11.? MV 
17.36    13.5 MV 

SPARK MARK SURVEY 

We expected that the laborious noting and graphing of spark marks would give 

unambiguous evidence for a localised cause of the discharge, particularly in unit 15 

where we had found a displaced ring. Although unit 15 boasts 24 spark marks, it was 

over shadowed by unit 13 that had 36 spark marks. Unit 13 had no displaced ring or any 

other visible problem save a singed resistor lead. The lead damage is more likely to be 

an effect rather than a cause of sparking. The overall impression of the spark data is 

that sparks are more likely to occur nearer the terminal where the peak surface fields 

are highest.  
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